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Don’t Fight the Fed, NZD/USD hits 2-year lows 
The old adage above has been the driving narrative in global financial markets over the past 24 hours, producing 
some unsettlingly large moves. Heightened speculation the Fed will supersize an already supersized hiking cycle by 
delivering a 75bps hike tomorrow prompted some huge lifts in NZ wholesale rates yesterday, to levels that look 
difficult to rationalise on an RBNZ view. Overnight, the surge in global yields continued. 

One and two-year NZ swap yields both leapt around 25bps yesterday, to the highest level since early 2009 in the 
case of the former (4.04%) and 2010 the latter (4.4%). The RBNZ expectations that underpin these yields now imply 
around a 70% chance the RBNZ lifts the OCR by 75bps in July, with the terminal OCR now priced as high as 4.5%.   

There’s a good chance these moves in NZ yields extend on our open given offshore yields have continued to press 
higher overnight. The US 10-year treasury yield is up a further 10bps or so to 3.48%, having been at 3% as recently 
as Thursday. European yields got in on the action too, helped along by the recent hawkish turn from the ECB. 
German 10-year bunds and UK 10-year gilt yields both rose a further 10bps overnight. 

Markets outside of fixed income markets are also far from happy. Global equity indices have crept further into 
bear-market territory as a more aggressive Fed, and hence higher chance of recession, is factored into the outlook. 
The S&P500 is currently off a further 0.5% as we write, bringing the decline in the index since late March to around 
19%. Commodity prices are under pressure too (oil -2.4%). The washout in bitcoin appeared to stabilise, albeit at 
levels just over 50% below those of late March (22,100) – the lowest since December 2020.  

In FX markets, the USD has unsurprisingly outperformed given the extra yield support expected from the Fed. All 
the major G10 currencies have lost ground against the greenback with the NZD/USD shedding around ½ cent from 
yesterday morning’s levels to hit 2-year lows around 0.6210. We wrote earlier in the week that the kiwi looked ripe 
for a test of the bottom end of the 0.6200-0.6550 range. With this completed ahead of time we suspect we’ll see 
some consolidation ahead of the Fed announcement.   

RBA Governor Lowe’s transition from dove to hawk was furthered in a media interview last night. He warned it 
would be “reasonable” to expect the cash rate to climb to 2.5% and that the RBA “will do what’s necessary” to rein 
in inflation. Lowe appeared to upgrade the RBA’s outlook on such, noting inflation could now hit 7% by Christmas. 
The old ‘Australia is different’ line appears to have been fully retired.      

Day ahead: The (delayed) REINZ housing market data for May out at 9am is likely to confirm NZ’s housing market is 
out for the count, with downward pressure on house prices continuing. NZ current account figures out later in the 
morning are expected to show the current account deficit widening a touch to 6.3% of GDP (from 5.8%).  

Aussie has consumer confidence but market sensitivity during the Asian session will be greatest to Chinese activity 
data released around 2pm. We (and the market) expect a recovery in May manufacturing and consumer spending 
figures thanks to the easing of virus control measures. 

Tomorrow morning at 6am is the big one. The economic consensus expects the Fed to hike another 50bps (to a 
1.25-1.50% Fed Funds range) but market pricing has moved to favour a larger 75bps move. Given what is priced for 
the reminder of the year (an additional 200+bps worth of tightening) and the direction of inflation risks, getting a 
wriggle on with 75bps appears to make sense. Should the Fed opt for ‘just’ 50bps, expect some relief across equities 
& bonds, and a higher NZD/USD (at least initially).  
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Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.6212 -0.7% NZD/SEK 6.337 -0.7% NZX WMP 4150.0 -0.1% Dow 30365 -0.5%

NZD/AUD 0.9044 0.1% NZD/DKK 4.437 -0.8% Gold $/o 1807.4 -0.7% S&P 500 3737 -0.3%

NZD/EUR 0.5964 -0.7% NZD/THB 21.8 -0.4% WTI Oil $/b 118.9 -1.7% NASDAQ 10828 0.2%

NZD/JPY 83.97 -0.2% AUD/USD 0.6869 -0.8% Money Market (%) FTSE 7187 -0.3%

NZD/GBP 0.5182 0.5% EUR/USD 1.042 0.1% 90 Day BB 2.70 0.13 CAC-40 5950 -1.2%

NZD/CAD 0.8048 -0.2% USD/JPY 135.2 0.5% OCR 2.00 0.00 DAX 13304 -0.9%

NZD/CHF 0.6221 -0.4% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 21068 0.0%

NZD/HKD 4.877 -0.7% NZ 4.23 0.17 1yr 4.06 0.29 Nikkei 26630 -1.3%

NZD/SGD 0.8658 -0.8% US 3.47 0.11 2yr 4.38 0.18 ASX200 6686 -3.5%

NZD/CNH 4.198 -0.8% Aust 3.96 0.28 5yr 4.41 0.13 NZX50 10641 0.0%
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